
From The President

Time is a wonderful teacher. We experience it in our own lives, of 
course, and we see it in play as we watch our families, friends, col-
leagues and loved ones grow and evolve. Time brings maturity and a 
deepening of relationships, but can also bring vulnerability and disap-
pointment as challenges emerge. I’m often reminded of something I 
read several years ago in the New York Times called “The Stories That 
Bind Us”. The piece describes three types of narratives that families 
tell about themselves: the ascending narrative (we came to Berkeley 
with not much and now we are a great success), the descending nar-
rative (we had it made when we first came to the Bay Area, but it’s 
all gone now), and the oscillating family narrative (we had a lot of 
good fortune, but things were also tough for a while. We’ve had our 
ups and downs, and through it all, we came out as a strong family). 
Clearly, the oscillating narrative is strongest; a way to tell our stories 
with strength and honesty, and a recognition of the twists and turns 
that come our way.

I believe a “Stories That Bind Us” way of looking at CBI is also of 
value, in that we too have our own oscillating narrative. We’ve had 
years of divisiveness, now so long in the past that many in our current 
membership know nothing about those troubled times. In the past, 
we have struggled to find rabbinic leadership that could energize and 
unify our congregation. We’ve faced the City of Berkeley with years 
of delays in our rebuilding of Gan Shalom. Yet, much like the ups and 
downs of a resilient family, we have always come through to the other 
side stronger and better. Today, I count among our many blessings 
our wonderful rabbinic and clergy leadership, a blossoming Gan and 
youth center, and a vibrant, engaged, and growing membership.

I want to recognize the ongoing support and goodwill that is a hallmark 
of our shul: I see it in the willingness of people to assume projects 
and tasks, give of themselves financially, support our meal-matching 
efforts, and sponsor kiddushim. In keeping with our oscillating nar-
rative, I also know that we must strive to do more — we must push 
ourselves to open our hearts and tables to others more often, to have 

This is my last column for CBI’s Chai Lights that I write as shul president 
(and I can guarantee that there will be no third term!). It seems only 
appropriate to engage in a little sentimental reflection as I transition 
away from this position.
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more conversations with one another, more intergenera-
tional meals, and even to come to shul earlier and be more 
attuned during davening.

During both of my terms as president, now and twelve 
years ago, I can genuinely say that important conversations 
have been handled with minimal complaining and maximum 
care. While of course we have our share of issues and prob-
lems (like any healthy, oscillating family), I am grateful that 
members have brought substantive concerns to the table 
with respect and sincerity; the focus has always been on 
how to make CBI the best possible version of itself. I thank 
all of you, both the Board and those in the wider commu-
nity, for engaging in this way with such a positive outlook.

It has been a privilege and a pleasure to work with our pro-
fessional team — Rabbi Cohen, Maharat Sutton and Joelle 
Yzquierdo. Day after day, week in and week out, they deal 
with anything and everything that comes our way. We are 
also blessed that Natan Kuchar, who leads our Shabbat and 
holiday youth education programming, joined this team 
several years ago. And this year, we have been so fortu-

nate to add Beatrice Balfour to our wider community as 
the director of our beloved Gan Shalom. All of our profes-
sional clergy and educators depend on our efforts to sup-
port them. Thank you for placing your confidence in their 
many abilities and supporting them at every opportunity.

In closing, I’ll share perhaps an obvious truth about my con-
nection to this community. CBI has been at the heart of 
my — and my family’s — Jewish life for over 36 years, and 
serving twice as president has been an honor and a true joy. 
In case you’re wondering how I will fill my time without this 
volunteer commitment: I plan to be an even more avid knit-
ter and gardener; chase after our wonderful grandchildren; 
visit with friends over coffee; and have the deep satisfaction 
of knowing that CBI is headed on a very good path , with 
strong professional leadership, committed lay  leaders, and 
an engaged, diverse community.

 May we “go from strength to strength” (Psalm 84:7) .

Leslie Valas, President

 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1, FROM THE PRESIDENT

Congregational Meeting Highlights

On a sunny Sunday morning in May, CBI’s social hall was abuzz with over 75 individuals and families from the 
CBI community who had joined together for the Congregational Meeting. The meeting was a wonderful op-
portunity for our members to connect with each other, meet the candidates of the new Board and hear from 
our Treasurer, Ben Rose, about the details of the membership dues increase. Our members also had the op-
portunity to ask questions of the Board and CBI leadership, voice opinions about CBI’s future and vote on the 
proposed measures. With its vibrant exchange of ideas and an overwhelming sense of excitement and support for 
the future of CBI, the 2018 Congregational Meeting was a beautiful display of what it means to be a part of this 
community.

The voting results are as follows:

Membership dues increase: 65 yes, 4 no, 7 abstain

Board slate: 75 yes, 2 write-in candidates

We want to extend a huge thank you to our outgoing President, Leslie Valas, and the entire outgoing Board for 
their tireless commitment over the past two years. Additionally, we wish a hearty congratulations to our incom-
ing President, Issy Kipnis, and the entire incoming board — we look forward to their wonderful contributions to 
our community!
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From Rabbi Yonatan Cohen
In his enumeration of the mitzvot, Rambam offers a fascinating definition of the  
mitzvah of Torah study. 

Maimonides explains, “[God] commanded us to study 
the wisdom of the Torah and to teach it. And this proper 
is called the study of Torah, meaning “repeating these 
[teachings] to your children.” (Rambam, Sefer Hamitz-
vot, Aseh 11) In other words, according to the Rambam, 
one’s studies of Torah must necessarily also include an 
element of transmitting the content of one’s learning to 
others. 

Rav Chaim Drukman, the most senior leader of Israel’s 
Bnei Akiva youth movement, offers a few fascinating 
practical, as well as philosophical, applications of Ram-
bam’s explanation of this mitzvah in an article on this topic. 
Below, I hope to share a few of his most resonant insights. 

The Shulchan Aruch rules that one does not recite a bless-
ing over the study of Torah if one is simply pondering or 
reflecting over Torah matters. In contrast, the Shulchan 
Aruch rules in the very section that if one were to write 
words of Torah, even if one were not to read them aloud, 
this person would still be obligated to recite a blessing 
over the study of Torah (Shulchan Aruch, Hilkhot Birkhot 
Hashachar v’shaar Brachot, 47:3-4). At first blush, the 
similarity of both cases calls into question the Shulchan 
Aruch’s ruling. After all, both writing and pondering seem 
like internal actions. 

Nonetheless, R. Akiva Eiger offers a profound explana-
tion in his response to this ruling by relying heavily on 
the Rambam’s definition of Torah study. R. Akiva Eiger 
writes, “The positive commandment to study Torah is de-
rived from the verse instructing to ‘repeat these [teach-
ings] to your children,’ for this reason ‘pondering words of 
Torah’ is excluded, for pondering is unrelated to the act of 
teaching children, unlike writing, which is viewed as supe-
rior to pondering, for by writing words of Torah one might 
still come to teach others, which falls within the realms of 
‘teaching children.’” (Responsa R. Akiva Eiger, Mahdura 
Kama 29)

According to R. Akiva Eiger one is only permitted to 
bless over the study of Torah, as a manifestation of fulfill-
ing God’s command, in cases in which that study of Torah 
includes teaching others Torah as well, in actuality (when 
one teaches or instructs others) or in potential (when one 
writes words of Torah that might allow others to learn at 
some point). Pondering or reflecting over words of Torah 
is deemed an incomplete form of study as it most likely 
won’t directly lead to teaching others Torah. 

In his article, R. Chaim Drukman provides countless mid-
rashim that demonstrate that our rabbis understood the 
instruction to “teach children” not simply as a person’s 
own progeny, but an expansive metaphor, which trans-
forms every teacher-student relationship into a parental 

one. Here is an example of one such midrash: “Reish Lak-
ish said, ‘Whoever teaches his fellow’s son Torah, scripture 
considers it as though he had created him, as we read in 
the Torah, “All the souls they had made in Haran.”’” (BT 
Sanhedrin 99b) Through this teaching the rabbis explain 
that Abraham became a sort of father figure to all of his 
followers due to the Torah teachings he has shared with 
them. Sharing the wisdom of Torah with others positions 
the teacher in the role of a parent who is obligated to 
steer his or her progeny on the path of life. This position 
also obligates the student to reciprocate by showing the 
teacher the sort of honor due to one’s parents.

As we bid farewell to the holiday of Shavuot and welcome 
summer more fully, I wanted to take this opportunity to 
challenge our community to expand our understanding 
of the mitzvah of Torah study. Following the Rambam’s 
definition of the mitzvah, let us seek every opportunity to 
both learn…and teach! If you heard words of Torah in shul, 
share them with others, or discuss them with others, over 
Kiddush, Shabbat lunch or even at work. If you’re cur-
rently learning a commentary on the Torah or a section 
of Halakhah, make it your habit to share with a relative 
or a close friend. If there’s a topic you’re really passion-
ate about, whether because you had already studied it or 
because you really wish to explore it further, I invite you 
to commit to teaching a session to our entire community 
over Shabbat or during the week. 

Every year I am overwhelmed by the growth of Torah 
study in our community. Indeed, so many of our mem-
bers attend classes, organize study groups, or join in joint 
Chevruta learning. Let us now reach even further and en-
sure that more of our interactions with one another lead 
to the deepening of our study of Torah. 

At this time I would also like to take a moment to offer 
my profound gratitude to Leslie Valas, who is completing 
her second term as CBI’s president. Two years ago, Leslie 
agreed to return as president (she served as my first presi-
dent twelve years ago) in order to allow my family to go 
on sabbatical. In this way, her service over these last two 
years was not only to the entire community, but it was 
very much a personal gift to me. In countless times, Leslie 
has mentioned to me how CBI has become the organizing 
principle of her life. In truth, our community can only play 
such a significant role in people’s life due to the incredible 
dedication of our lay leaders and volunteers. Leslie’s time 
as our president is exemplary of this very fact. 

With blessing,

R. Yonatan Cohen
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After six years in San Francisco as part of the Mission Minyan com-
munity, Jessica and Adam moved to Berkeley because Jessica was 
pregnant with their second child and they wanted their older son, 
Judah, to be around more Jewish families and have the opportunity 
to go to Gan.  Jessica’s sister also lives in Berkeley and being close 
to her and her family is a huge plus!

Jessica and Adam have two children: Judah (2.5), who will be at Gan 
Shalom next year, and Hana (born April 10, 2018) who was named 
at CBI. Their family tries to get outside as much as possible. “With 
a rambunctious toddler, going on a hike, to Tilden Farm, on a picnic 
at a park, gets us all the fresh air we need.”

When they’re not exploring the great outdoors, you may find them exploring their neighborhood, “We’ve loved 
meeting our neighbors! Our street is full of long-time residents and there are some really lovely people around.”

Are you one of the neighbors they’ve met? If not, go and strike up a conversation by asking Adam, currently pursu-
ing an MBA at Berkeley Haas, about education and Jessica about living in Israel/studying at Pardes!

Member Profile
Issy and Patricia Kipnis
 
Issy and Patricia have lived in Berkeley for over 30 years. They 
moved here in 1987 when their eldest daughter, Gabriela, was 
a year old. There were a number of reasons the Kipnis fam-
ily moved to Berkeley. At the time, Patricia was completing 
her PhD in Statistics at Cal. Additionally, both Issy and Patricia 
went to Jewish Day Schools in Mexico City from grades K–12 
and they wanted their children to attend a Jewish Day School 
— they signed Gabriela up at Tehiyah as soon as they arrived.  

The third factor in Issy and Patricia’s decision to move was CBI. 
The Kipnis family was looking for a strong Jewish community and 
they’ve found it here in Berkeley. “We have been members of CBI 
for 31 years, the shul is and has been a central part of our lives. Being fully engaged with the community through all 
these years has strengthened the Jewish identity of our family.”

When asked what they like to talk about, Issy responded, “Patricia and I spend endless and useless hours talking 
about convoluted scenarios on a variety of topics and analyzing all possible hypothetical outcomes — what else 
would a statistician and an engineer talk about?”

Issy and Patricia also enjoy walking and running in Berkeley and San Francisco (where Gabriela lives) — something 
they’ve enjoyed since they moved here. “When we bought our house our neighbor told us, if you like walking you 
will love the area around Live Oak Park and sure enough that is still our favorite part of Berkeley. We can walk 
everywhere. There are many weeks that we don’t get in the car at all.”

When not in the Bay Area, Issy and Patricia can be found visiting their two youngest children, Hillel and Amira, on 
the East Coast and their family in Mexico City.

Member Profile
Jessica Fain and Adam Rosenzweig
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Gan Shalom: Shaping the Next Generation
Beatrice Balfour, Gan Shalom Director

In this article, I’d like to talk about one of the most 
recent staff Professional Development workshops that 
we held at Gan. The workshop was facilitated by one 
of the moms at our school who is a representative of 
an organization called Shalom Bayit, Zephira Derblich-
Milea. The workshop was called, “How to Teach Young 
Children about Respect.” It was a particularly inspiring 
workshop for all of us!

In this workshop, we learned how to teach children to 
respect themselves and respect others. The workshop 
also included an interactive discussion about how we, 
as adults, model and teach children about respect and 
the impacts that this can have on them as they grow 
older.

Preschools are a key place for the socio-emotional 
development of children. Children who see respect 
modeled early on are more likely to set boundaries, to 
make others respect them, and to respect others.

During the workshop, we talked about some strategies 
that can be used to talk about respect with children. 
For example, we talked about the difference between 
telling and tattling. Telling can be thought of as ‘getting 
someone out of trouble’, and tattling as ‘getting some-
one in trouble.’ Zephira also connected this reflection 
with the Torah. Telling on someone to help them is a 
value mandated by the Torah. When children come to 
us and tell us that ‘X did Y’, it is helpful to consider: are 
they trying to help someone out of trouble, or rather 
are they trying to get someone in trouble? Putting 
things into context or asking children more details 

about what happened can help us answering that 
question.

We also discussed the importance for caregivers, 
teachers, and parents to set their own boundaries 
in order to model what boundaries and respect can 
be. Other strategies we explored included giving 
children real choices, teaching children to trust their 
own instincts, and teaching children to love and care 
for themselves.

At Gan, we are excited to work toward Tikkun Olam   
 and to contribute to (repairing the world) תיקון עולם
the shaping of the next generation of responsible 
citizens!
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OHDS 2018 Graduates, above photo. Bridges Pen Pal Program OHDS, below photos.

NEWS FROM OAKLAND HEBREW DAY SCHOOL

MAZEL TOV TO THE OHDS GRADUATES! 
It is with gratitude and deep pride that OHDS, along 
with the entire community, honored the Class of 2018 
at our 8th Grade Graduation on Thursday, June 14. 
It was a moment of great meaning as our students 
stepped into their future with strength and confidence. 
Our graduates shared personal reflections, our OHDS 
chorus sang and even our young bridge kindergarteners 
played a role in celebrating and honoring our beloved 
graduates. 

May our community continue to have so very many 
reasons to celebrate together.

BRIDGES PENPAL PROGRAM AT OHDS 
This year, seven intrepid CBI volunteer “savtas” 
agreed to write letters to second and third grade girls 
at OHDS. The girls and their “savtas” read the same 
books and wrote letters to each other about those 
books, their pets, their travels, and other things going 
on in their lives. The goal of this pilot program was to 
provide the girls with an incentive to read books outside 
of the academic curriculum, teach them the vanishing 
art of letter writing, and build bridges between OHDS 
students and the wider community. 

The academic year-long activity culminated in a tea 
party in which the girls and their “savtas” finally got to 
meet one another.

By all accounts, the pilot program was a smashing suc-
cess. We will continue the Bridges Penpal program next 
year. Please let us know if you would like to become 
an OHDS volunteer as a Bridges Penpal or in another 
capacity.

Juliet Stamperdahl, OHDS Learning Specialist
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CBI WOMEN’S TEFILLAH: YEAR IN REVIEW
Dr. Tamara Beliak, Judy Massarano and M. Victoria Sutton

CBI Women’s Tefillah has been meeting in various forms for 
many years. For the last three years, CBI Women’s Tef-
illah has been meeting more often for Shabbat and getting 
stronger each year! We now meet for 5–6 Shabbatot a year, 
women’s readings on Simchat Torah and Purim day, as well as 
women’s Torah reading for B’not Mitzvah. Women’s Tefillah 
serves as a space for first-time participants to learn new skills 
with encouragement and skill support as well as a space for 
those who are more experienced to play an active role in the 
service.

Meena Viswanath kicked off the year by teaching a class in 
which a number of women learned to read Torah trope. Mee-
na’s class also served as a refresher for those who wanted to 
improve their leyning skills. Many of the class participants 
read for the community for the first time at Simchat Torah 
and others read for the first time later in the year. 

Though there are rarely any pictures to prove it, there have 
been countless special moments this year. At our Simchat 
Torah Women’s Reading, we honored our first Kallot Torah, 
Bella Barany and Dorothy Rubin, amidst singing and danc-
ing. Every woman has the option of going up to the Torah on 
Simchat Torah. We have celebrated other smachot such as 
engagements, weddings and new babies at Women’s Tefillah 
with special aliyot and much joy.

Women’s Tefillah has been an intergenerational effort since 
its inception with women from age 6–90 leading, learn-
ing and participating in the service. Each season there is a 
Shabbat dedicated for our middle schoolers to shine. Fa-
cilitated by Dr. Tamara Beliak who teaches middle school at 
OHDS, our 6–8th graders lead the leyning, Tefillah and the 
teaching (and participate actively beyond that one Shab-
bat). Our older teens also play an active role in leading and 
leyning throughout the year. Some other intergenerational 
highlights include Lisa Blumenband leading Tefillot with 
her student Nava Elias at her side and Middle schooler Irit 
Wiseman facilitated a session on Esther’s courage with her 
grandmother Rita Kuhn joining in the presentation. 

We have also shared many opportunities to learn as a com-
munity. Early on in the year, Sarah Silverman used her 
entomology background in teaching us about the plagues 
of Egypt and the last learning of the year was led by three 
women in honor of three distinct celebrations. In honor 
of the Liberation of Amsterdam, Bella Barany gave a dvar 
Torah on what liberation and redemption mean to her and 
shared some of her personal experiences of the liberation of 
Amsterdam. Raizel Maghel-Friedman gave a dvar Torah on 
the parasha in honor of her 10th birthday. Rona Rothenberg, 
who is a professional architect, taught about the involvement 
of women in the construction of the Mishkan and what it 
means to design and construct a building that will be used for 
a sacred meeting place.

Chazak Chazak V’Nitchazek, may this continue to be a com-

munity where women of all ages feel comfortable trying new 
roles and leading in the community.

WHAT’S NEXT FOR WOMEN’S TEFILLAH? 
Leyning Classes: If you are interested in learning Torah or 
megillah, we are gauging interest for future leyning classes. 
Please be in touch with M. Victoria Sutton.

Women’s Kabbalat Shabbat & Dinner: If you’d like to help 
make this happen over the coming months, please be in 
touch with M. Victoria Sutton.

Yasher koach to all who participated this year!

Torah readers (including Simchat Torah): Bella Barany, Lisa 
Blumenband, Fanya Fenton, Vered Frank, Eliezah Blumen-
thal Hoffman, Millea Kenin, Jenny Kirsch, Yael Krieger, Han-
nah Lyon, Nell Mahgel-Friedman, Judy Massarano, Rebecca 
Miranda, Rona Rothenberg, Nava Schweig, M. Victoria 
Sutton, Rona Teitelman, Gitl Viswanath, Meena Viswanath

Megillah readers: Deena Aranoff, Andrea Brott, Frayda 
Gonshor Cohen, Eliezah Blumenthal Hoffman, Gavi Klein, 
Hannah Lyon, Judy Massarano, Nehama Rogozen, Meena 
Viswanath, Ariel Wolgel

Gabbais and Tefillah leaders: Bella Barany, Tamara Beliak, 
Lisa Blumenband,Yael Krieger, Judy Massarano, Miriam 
Petruck, Meena Viswanath

Seudah Shelishit sponsors: SerachBracha Albert, Bella Ba-
rany, Marily Benson, Jenny Kirsch, Maghel-Friedman family, 
Rona Rothenberg
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Halakha Q & A

We are pleased to include a sample of halakhic Q&As from 
R. Eliezer Melamed. Rabbi Eliezer Melamed is rabbi of the 
community of Har Bracha and head of its hesder yeshiva. 
His Peninei Halakha series has sold over 500,000 copies 
in Hebrew and is used as a textbook in many schools. Pe-
ninei Halakha is a comprehensive series of books on Jewish 
law applied to today’s ever-changing world. In this series, 
Rabbi Eliezer Melamed’s well-organized, clear, and concise 
writing style brings the halakha, from principle to practical 
detail, to readers of all backgrounds. Parts of this ambitious 
series are now available in translation. In 2013 R. Melamed 
received the prestigious Rabbi Zvi Yehuda Kook Prize for 
Jewish Creativity. 

Q: Rabbi, when rushing someone to the hospital on Shab-
bat, should one drive normally, or with a shinui?

A: When rushing a patient to the hospital, one drives nor-
mally, as he would during the week. He should not try to 
drive with a  shinui (in an irregular manner), as this may 
cause delay or be dangerous. One may travel to the hospital 
in a private vehicle or call an ambulance. All items necessary 
for the patient or woman in labor – vital medications, medi-
cal documents, and proper identification – may be carried 
from the house to the car, even in an area without an eruv. 
Even items that are not vital to saving lives but are impor-
tant to the patient or his chaperone – including changes 
of clothing, food, and books – may be taken to the hos-
pital. If there is no eruv, such items should be carried with 
a  shinui (in an irregular manner). In addition, the person 
carrying them should walk directly from the house to the 
car without stopping, so that the act of carrying will qualify 
as a shvut di-shvut (double rabbinic prohibition, which may 
be transgressed in certain circumstances), which is permit-
ted in a case of great necessity.  Muktzeh  items may not 
be brought, but if they were packed in the hospital bag to-
gether with necessary items, one may bring the bag. Muk-
tzeh items that will be greatly needed after Shabbat – such 
as money and a cellphone – may be placed in the bag on 
Shabbat using a shinui (in an irregular manner) and brought 
to the hospital along with the bag.

After arriving at the hospital and parking in a place that 
does not interfere with the arrival of other vehicles, it is, at 
first glance, forbidden to turn off the car. After all, thus far 
all travel was for the patient’s sake; in contrast, one turns 
off the car for the sake of the car itself – to lock it and to 
make sure that the batteries do not die. Therefore, when 

possible, one should ask a non-Jew to turn off the car’s mo-
tor and headlights and then to lock the car so as to mini-
mize Shabbat desecration. At the same time, in order to 
make sure that people will not hesitate to take care of sick 
people, the basic instruction is that on Shabbat we do for 
the sick person “everything that we do for him during the 
week” (SA 328:4). Anyone who acts accordingly, even if 
he could have incorporated a shinui (in an irregular man-
ner), has acted properly, as saving a life overrides Shabbat.

If the patient is released after it is determined that he is 
not in danger, he and his chaperones may not desecrate 
Shabbat to return home. If necessary – for example, if the 
patient needs rest – he may be transported home by a non-
Jewish driver. However, the chaperone may not ride along 
unless the patient needs help en route (see below, 28:2).
Similarly, if a woman is rushed to the hospital to give 
birth and then released after an examination reveals 
that she is not yet ready to give birth, she may not 
desecrate Shabbat to return home. In a time of 
need, if she is still considered sick – for example, if 
she needs to lie down – she may be driven home by 
a non-Jew, but her chaperone may not ride along.
Q: Rabbi, may I change the Shabbat timer so that 
lights will go on or off earlier?
A: Shabbat prohibitions become forbidden at the on-
set of Shabbat, but before Shabbat begins, one may 
take actions whose effects will continue into Shabbat. 
A prominent example of this is using a timer (“Shabbos 
clock”). Such timers are connected to the power supply and 
to an appliance, and its settings control the flow of electric-
ity, determining when the device will turn on and off. This 
is how, nowadays, we can set electric lights to go on and off 
over the course of Shabbat. One may leave on lights before 
Shabbat and set the timer to turn them off at bedtime, on 
again at lunch time, and off again for the afternoon before 
turning on again for se’uda shlishit. Similarly, one can use a 
timer to turn on an electric oven or fan, setting it so that 
the appliance will go on and off at the desired times.

If one sets a timer to turn off the lights at 11 PM, but then 
decides that he would like to study Torah until midnight, 
some say that he may not delay the time that the lights 
will be extinguished by adjusting the timer’s settings, as in 
their opinion, the timer is an integral part of the lighting 
system, and the Sages forbade taking any action that af-
fects a change in the duration of the lights’ operation. This 
can be inferred from the talmudic case of attaching an oil-

By Rabbi Eliezer Melamed
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filled container to an oil lamp, which the Sages forbid out of 
concern that one might remove some of the oil on Shabbat 
(Shabbat 29b; Beitza 22:1).

Others, including R. Shlomo Zalman Auerbach, offer a dif-
ferent perspective. They maintain that delaying the time 
the lights will go out is comparable to the case of one who is 
sitting in a room with a lit oil lamp. If the wind starts to blow 
through his window, threatening to extinguish the light, 
everyone agrees that he may close the window, even though 
this allows the lamp to burn longer. Since he is not doing 
anything to the lamp itself, but merely preventing the wind 
from blowing it out, there is no prohibition. Similarly, one 
who extends the settings of a timer is not doing anything to 
the light itself or to the electrical appliance, but merely pre-
venting the timer from turning them off. Assuming that this 
action is permitted, the switches on the timer are not muk-
tzeh, and they may be adjusted.

Since the rationale of those who are lenient is compelling 
and also accords with the widespread practice, one may rely 

on their opinion even le-khatĥila (ab initio). Therefore, one 
may take action to extend the current state of affairs. If the 
electricity is off, one may extend the time that it will remain 
off and have the lights go on later. If the electricity is on, he 
may lengthen the time that it will remain on, and have the 
lights go out later. Similarly, if the lights are off, one can 
move the light switch to the off position, so that when the 
timer eventually restores the power, those lights will not go 
back on (SSK 13:26-33).

However, one may not change the timer so that lights or 
appliances will go on or off earlier. For example, if the timer 
was set so that the lights would go off at midnight, but it 
turns out that people want to go to sleep earlier, one may 
not adjust the timer’s settings to make the lights go off ear-
lier. Although he is not turning them off directly because 
his actions will not have any effect until later, nevertheless 
indirectly causing lights to go off is rabbinically forbidden. 
Similarly, if the timer was set to turn the lights on at 10 AM, 
it may not be adjusted to make the lights come on earlier, as 
indirectly causing lights to go on is rabbinically prohibited.

Halakha Q & A continued

HOMELESS 
SHELTER

Upcoming Dates

Please Join Us!

Wednesday, July 25

Wednesday, August 22

Wednesday, September 26
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Laws & Customs of the Three 
Weeks and Nine Days
The 17th of Tammuz, commemorating the fall of Jerusalem prior to the destruc-
tion of the Temple, marks the beginning of a 3-week national period of mourning 
culminating with the 9th of Av. Our rabbis referred to the time period between 
the 17th of Tammuz and the 9th of Av as ‘Bein Hamitzarim,’ between the straits, 
based on the verse: “All her oppressors have overtaken her within the straits” 
(Lamentations 1:3). On Shabbat during the Three Weeks, the Haftorot focus 
upon the Temple’s destruction and the exile of the Jewish people.

THE FIVE EVENTS WHICH WE MOURN ON THE 17TH OF TAMMUZ ARE: 
1. Moshe broke the tablets at Mount Sinai - in response to the sin of the Golden Calf.
2. The daily offerings in the First Temple were suspended during the siege of Jerusalem, after the Kohanim could no longer obtain

animals.
3. Jerusalem’s walls were breached, prior to the destruction of the Second Temple in 70 CE.
4. Prior to the Great Revolt, the Roman general Apostamos burned a Torah scroll - setting a precedent for the burning of Jewish

books throughout the centuries.
5. An idolatrous image was placed in the Sanctuary of the Temple.
In addition, in 1942 the mass deportations of Jews from the Warsaw ghetto began on Erev Tisha B’Av.

ASPECTS OF MOURNING DURING THE THREE WEEKS
1. We do not get married. However, one may get engaged.
2. We avoid public celebrations -- especially those which involve singing, dancing, and musical accompaniment.
3. We do not enjoy live music. This prohibition however does not apply if you make your living as a musician or teacher, or if you

are a student practicing, but not performing.
4. We do not get haircuts. A person who usually shaves daily and would suffer business or financial loss by not shaving, may con-

tinue to do so.

ASPECTS OF MOURNING DURING THE NINE DAYS
The period commencing with Rosh Chodesh Av is called the ‘Nine Days.’ During this time, a stricter level of mourning is ob-
served, in accordance with the Talmudic dictum: “When the month of Av begins, we reduce our joy.” (BT Taanit 26)

1. We don’t eat meat (including poultry) or drink wine. These foods are symbolic of the Temple service, and are generally expres-
sions of celebration and joy.

∙ On Shabbat, meat and wine are permitted. This applies also to any other seudat mitzvah -- for example, at a Brit Milah, 
Simchat Bat, or at the completion of a tractate of Talmud.

2. We do not bathe for pleasure. However for daily hygiene one should continue to bathe but in a manner that is somewhat less 
enjoyable. Those taking swim lessons or who swim for medical reasons may continue to do so.

3. We avoid purchasing any items that bring great joy. However, one may buy things if they will be difficult to find after the 9th of 
Av, or even if they will be more expensive later, but if possible should refrain from using or wearing them until after this period. 
Purchases necessary for one’s livelihood are permitted.

4. We do not say the blessing She-hechiyanu on new food or clothes, except on Shabbat.
5. We postpone starting home improvements, or the planting of trees and flowers, until after the 9th of Av, as it would seem 

inconsistent to focus upon our home decor as we mourn the destruction of God’s house.
6. If one has the option, it is preferable to refrain from wearing newly laundered exterior garments (except on Shabbat).

∙ If the “freshness” has been taken out of a garment prior to the Nine Days (by having worn it for even a few moments) it 
may be worn. It is in fact advisable before the Nine Days to start to put on for a few moments any exterior garments you 
wish to wear in the coming days.

∙ The clothing of small children, which get soiled frequently, may be laundered and worn during the Nine Days. 
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The Ninth of Av:
History & Laws
On the 9th of Av we remember and mourn tragedies which occurred to our 
people throughout our history. The following events are said to have transpired 
or started on this very day: 

1. The sin of the spies caused God to decree that the Children of Israel who left Egypt would not be permitted to enter the land
of Israel.

2. The first Temple was destroyed.

3. The second Temple was destroyed.

4. Betar, the last fortress to hold out against the Romans during the Bar Kochba revolt in the year 135, fell, sealing the fate of
the Jewish people.

5. One year after the fall of Betar, the Temple area was plowed.

6. In 1492, King Ferdinand of Spain issued the expulsion decree, setting the 9th of Av as the final date by which not a single
Jew would be allowed on Spanish soil.

7. World War I, which began the downward slide to the Holocaust – began on the 9th of Av.

The central component of the day however is not only sadness and loss but also the hope for teshuva and 
the  betterment of ourselves.

There are five major prohibitions (all of which are rabbinically ordained) that help create as well as reflect our  
sense of loss and introspection.    

1. We do not Eat or Drink on the 9th of Av (individuals who are ill or pregnant or nursing should in no way harm themselves. For
further guidance please contact Rabbi Cohen.)

2. We do not Bathe even parts of our body on the 9th of Av. If part of the body becomes soiled one may wash that area. After
using the restroom and after waking up one washes his/her hands up to the knuckles.

3. We do not anoint our bodies with Oils on the 9th of Av, this include creams, cosmetics, cologne and perfume.

4. We do not wear Leather Shoes on the 9th of Av.

5. Marital Relations are prohibited on the 9th of Av.

Other traditions include:

Greeting: We do not greet each other by saying “hello” or “how are you doing” on the 9th of Av.  One should be careful not 
to offend another person who may be unaware of this law. There is an added custom to minimize speech in general on the 
9th of Av at least until the midday (chatzot- precisely between sunrise neitz and sunset shkia- see the zmanim chart for 
details).

Torah Study: We do not study Torah as it is the greatest joy. However elements dealing with the destruction of the Temple, 
or the laws of mourning should be studied.

Sitting on the Floor: We sit on the floor or on a low chair until chatzot of the 9th of Av. One may also stand or lie down. 
There is an added custom to remove a pillow from one’s bed or to place a stone beneath the pillow.

Tallit and Tefilin: Are not worn in the morning, but are worn for mincha.

Our tradition teaches that the process of redemption will also begin on the 9th of Av.
May we merit to see the rebuilding of Yerushalayim filled with peace and unity speedily in our days,
R. Yonatan Cohen
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Beth Israel Classes 

MONDAY
Key Books in Tanakh: Sefer Shoftim/Judges The cycle of the period of the Judges spans several hundred years from the days of 
Joshua to the prophet Samuel. In the absence of strong, central leadership, individuals rose up to meet the challenges facing the na-
tion. Some of these leaders are larger than life, such as Samson and Deborah, while others’ stories are less known yet compelling and 
thought provoking. Through learning the book of Shoftim, we will compare and contrast these diverse leaders and gain an understand-
ing of this liminal period in Jewish history. 
M. Victoria Sutton — Mondays @ 12:00 pm.

TUESDAY
Laws of Shabbat: In this class we will re-use R. Eliezer Melamed’s well-organized, clear and concise halakhic (Jewish legal) writings as a 
springboard to deepen our understanding and our observance of the laws of Shabbat. Each class will focus on a specific area of religious 
practice and move from general principle to practical details.  
R. Yonatan Cohen — Tuesdays @ 12:00 pm.

WEDNESDAY
Open Sources - Beit Midrash: Learn independently with a hevruta (study partner). Learners of all levels welcome. Want to study with 
a partner, and not sure where to begin? Contact M. Victoria Sutton with any questions maharatvictoria@gmail.com and we will help 
you find a partner and get started! On hiatus for the summer.

Hilchot Shabbat Chabura  - Guided small group study of the Laws of Shabbat: Parallel to Rabbi Cohen’s Laws of Shabbat class, the 
group will use R Eliezer Melamed’s Laws of Shabbat to deepen their understanding of Shabbat observance. Please let Maharat Victoria 
Sutton know if you would like to join. Book available for order at Afikomen. 
M. Victoria Sutton — Wednesdays, 7:45 —9:00 pm. On hiatus for the summer.

New Talmudic Readings: This volume contains three of Emmanuel Levinas’s last major lectures on the Talmud. Originally compiled 
and published in French in 1996, it includes the lectures, The Will of Heaven and the Power of Humanity, Beyond the State in the 
Self, and Who is One-self? Levinas’s Talmudic commentaries have generated interest in both theological and philosophical circles. 
These exegetical writings bear on his ever-present concern with ethics, the central focus of his philosophy. One of the most remark-
able consequences of this focus, furthermore, is a renewal of philosophy’s capacity to both respect and uncover the deepest meanings 
central to sacred as well as secular texts. 
Muni Schweig — Wednesdays @ 8:00 pm @ the Schweig home

FRIDAY
Talmudic Wisdom: Join us for a weekly class that explores key sugyot (talmudic units) that discuss major Jewish questions of practice 
and thought.  
R. Yonatan Cohen — Fridays, 9:00 am

SATURDAY 
Study of Kima Kima (Step by Step) by Rabbi Chaim Drukman:  Kima examines the sources that deal with the redemption of the 
Jewish people from the Bible, Talmud, Midrashim and the early Rabbinic sources.  Kima Kima provides deep insights into modern Israeli 
Orthodox thought and philosophy of delivery from exile to redemption and the important part that the State of Israel has played in 
this process.  
R. David Rue — Saturdays @8:30 am-9:15 am

Poems of the Ibn Ezra with R. David Rue—Shabbat Day:  We will be starting a section on Poem’s of the Ibn Ezra. 
Each class will meet in the Sanctuary. 
R. David Rue — Saturdays, 12:10 pm, during Kiddush
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SHABBAT PARSHAT BALAK
Friday & Saturday, June 29-30
Mincha & Kabbalat Shabbat ..............................................7:00 pm
Candle Lighting  ...................................................................8:17 pm
Morning Service  ..................................................................9:15 am
Childcare ...............................................................................9:15 am
Formal Group Time ...........................................................10:30 am
Mincha  .................................................................................7:55 pm
Seudah Shlishit  ..................................................................  8:15 pm
Ma’ariv, Havdalah & Shabbat ends after  ..........................9:22 pm

FAST OF 17TH OF TAMMUZ
Yahrzeit of Archie Greenberg, z”l
Saturday night & Sunday, June 30-July 1
This year, as the Fast of the Seventeen of Tammuz falls on Shab-
bat, the fast is postponed until Sunday. The fast begins at 4:08 
am and concludes at 9:08 pm. The special morning services will 
be held at CBI at 8 am. Mincha services for a fast day, followed 
by Maariv, will be held at 8 pm. 
Fast Begins  .........................................................................4:08 am
Shacharit w/selichot .......................................................... 8:00 am
Mincha w/Torah reading & Haftorah ............................... 8:00 pm
Ma’ariv ................................................................................ 9:00 pm
Fast ends   ...........................................................................9:08 pm

INDEPENDENCE DAY
Wednesday, July 4
Shacharit .............................................................................8:00 am

SHABBAT MEVARCHIM PARSHAT PINCHAS
Friday & Saturday, July 6-7
Mincha & Kabbalat Shabbat ..............................................7:00 pm
Candle Lighting  .................................................................. 8:16 pm
Morning Service  ..................................................................9:15 am
Childcare ...............................................................................9:15 am
Formal Group Time ...........................................................10:30 am
Mincha  .................................................................................7:55 pm
Seudah Shlishit  ..................................................................  8:15 pm
Ma’ariv, Havdalah & Shabbat ends after  ......................... 9:20 pm

ROSH CHODESH AV
Thursday night & Friday, July 12-13
Shacharit ............................................................................. 6:30 am

SHABBAT PARSHAT MATOT-MASSEI
Friday & Saturday, July 13-14
Mincha & Kabbalat Shabbat ..............................................7:00 pm

Candle Lighting  .................................................................. 8:14 pm
Morning Service  ..................................................................9:15 am
Childcare ...............................................................................9:15 am
Formal Group Time ...........................................................10:30 am
Mincha  .................................................................................7:55 pm
Seudah Shlishit  ..................................................................  8:15 pm
Ma’ariv, Havdalah & Shabbat ends after  ...........................9:17 pm

SHABBAT CHAZON PARSHAT DEVARIM
EREV TISHA B’AV
Friday & Saturday, July 20-21
Mincha & Kabbalat Shabbat ..............................................7:00 pm
Candle Lighting ...................................................................8:10 pm
Morning Service ...................................................................9:15 am
Educational Childcare  ...................................................... 11:00 am
Mincha ................................................................................ 4:00 pm
  followed by Seudah Shlishit at home
Fast of Av begins ................................................................ 8:23 pm
Shabbat ends after ...............................................................9:12 pm
Ma’ariv & Eicha ................................................................... 9:30 pm

FAST OF TISHA B’AV
Sat. night & Sun., July 21-22
Saturday, July 21
Mincha ................................................................................ 4:00 pm
    Followed by Seudah Shlishit at home
Fast Begins .......................................................................... 8:23 pm
Ma’ariv & Eicha ................................................................... 9:30 pm
Sunday, July 22
Shacharit for Tisha B’Av  ...................................................8:00 am
Kinnot  .................................................................................9:00 am
Special Tisha B’Av community-wide learning  10:00 am-2:00 pm
Classes focused on themes of Tisha B’Av, taught by educators 
from the wider East Bay Jewish Community. Full schedule to fol-
low shortly. Torah study, as it brings joy, is limited on Tisha B’Av 
to topics appropriate for the day of communal mourning. 
Chatzot (midday) ................................................................. 1:15 pm
Refugee Welcome Kit Assembly ........................... 2:30-4:00 pm
Movie Screening .......................................................4:30-7:30 pm
Mincha with Tallit & Tefilin  ................................................7:55 pm
Ma’ariv  ................................................................................8:50 pm
Fast ends ............................................................................. 8:58 pm

TU B’AV
Thur. night & Fri., July 26-27

Calendar
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SHABBAT NACHAMU PARSHAT VAETCHANAN
Friday & Saturday, July 27-28
Mincha & Kabbalat Shabbat  .............................................7:00 pm
Candle Lighting  .................................................................8:04 pm
Morning Service  ..................................................................9:15 am
Childcare  ..............................................................................9:15 am
Formal Group Time  ..........................................................10:30 am
Mincha  ................................................................................ 7:40 pm
Seudah Shlishit  ..................................................................8:00 pm
Ma’ariv, Havdalah & Shabbat ends after  ......................... 9:05 pm

SHABBAT MEVARCHIM PARSHAT EIKEV
Bat Mitzvah of Simone Schubert
Friday & Saturday, August 3-4
Mincha & Kabbalat Shabbat  .............................................7:00 pm
Candle Lighting  ..................................................................7:58 pm
Morning Service  ..................................................................9:15 am
Childcare  ..............................................................................9:15 am
Formal Group Time  ..........................................................10:30 am
Mincha  .................................................................................7:35 pm
Seudah Shlishit  ...................................................................7:55 pm
Ma’ariv, Havdalah & Shabbat ends after  ......................... 8:58 pm

ROSH CHODESH ELUL
Fri. night, Sat. & Sun., August 10-12
Shacharit  Sunday ......................................................................6 am

SHABBAT ROSH CHODESH ELUL PARSHAT RE’EH
Friday & Saturday, August 10-11
Mincha & Kabbalat Shabbat ..............................................7:00 pm
Candle Lighting .................................................................. 7:50 pm
Morning Service ...................................................................9:15 am
Educational Childcare  ...................................................... 11:00 am
Mincha  ................................................................................ 7:30 pm
Seudah Shlishit  .................................................................  7:50 pm
Ma’ariv, Havdalah & Shabbat ends after  ......................... 8:49 pm

SHABBAT PARSHAT SHOFTIM
Friday night & Saturday, August 17-18
Mincha & Kabbalat Shabbat ..............................................7:00 pm
Candle Lighting ....................................................................7:41 pm
Morning Service ...................................................................9:15 am
Childcare ............................................................................. 9:30 am
Youth Programming ..........................................................10:45 am
Mincha ................................................................................. 7:20 pm
Seudah Shlishit ....................................................................7:35 pm
Ma’ariv, Havdalah & Shabbat ends after .......................... 8:39 pm

SHABBAT PARSHAT KI TEIZEI
Bat Mitzvah of Niva Bamberger
Friday & Saturday, August 24-25
Mincha & Kabbalat Shabbat ..............................................7:00 pm
Candle Lighting ...................................................................7:32 pm
Morning Service ...................................................................9:15 am
Childcare ............................................................................. 9:30 am
Youth Programming ..........................................................10:45 am
Mincha .................................................................................. 7:10 pm
Seudah Shlishit ................................................................... 7:30 pm
Ma’ariv, Havdalah & Shabbat ends after .......................... 8:29 pm

SHABBAT SELICHOT PARSHAT KI TAVO
Friday night & Saturday, August 31-September 1
Mincha & Kabbalat Shabbat ..............................................7:00 pm
Candle Lighting  ..................................................................7:22 pm
Morning Service  ..................................................................9:15 am
Childcare  ..............................................................................9:15 am
Formal Group Time  ..........................................................10:30 am
Shabbat Mincha  ..................................................................6:55 pm
Seudah Shelishit  ..................................................................7:15 pm
Ma’ariv, Havdalah & Shabbat ends after ........................... 8:18 pm
Pre-Selichot Study and Song  ........................................... 9:30 pm
Selichot .............................................................................. 11:00 pm

LABOR DAY
Monday, September 3
Shacharit  ............................................................................8:00 am

WEEKDAY SELICHOT
Monday-Friday, September 3-7
Selichot ................................................................................ 6:15 am

SHABBAT PARSHAT NITZAVIM
Friday night & Saturday, September 8-9
Mincha & Kabbalat Shabbat ..............................................7:00 pm
Candle Lighting  ....................................................................7:11 pm
Morning Service  ..................................................................9:15 am
Childcare  ..............................................................................9:15 am
Formal Group Time  ..........................................................10:30 am
Shabbat Mincha  ................................................................. 6:45 pm
Seudah Shelishit  ................................................................ 7:05 pm
Ma’ariv, Havdalah & Shabbat ends after .......................... 8:07 pm

Calendar
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HIGH HOLIDAY SCHEDULE
ROSH HASHANAH
Sunday Night-Tuesday, September 9-11

EREV ROSH HASHANAH
Sunday, September 9
Selichot & Shacharit ..........................................................8:00 am
Annulment of Vows  ........................................................... 9:30 am
Yom Tov Candle Lighting*  ................................................. 7:08 pm
Mincha & Ma’ariv ...............................................................7:00 pm
*Note: Before a two-day Yom Tov, it is advisable to light a 24-hour 
yahrzeit candle or a seven-day candle, so that on the second evening 
the candles may be lit by transferring the flame from this preexisting 
flame.

1ST DAY ROSH HASHANAH
Monday, September 10
Morning Service  ................................................................8:00 am
Youth Programming ........................................ 9:00 am – 1:30 pm
Torah Reading ................................................................... 10:00 am
Shofar* not before  ............................................................10:30 am
Communal Tashlich @ Strawberry Creek  ......................5:00 pm
Mincha followed by Ma’ariv  ..............................................7:00 pm
Light candles from pre-existing flame  ................... after 8:04 pm
*Note: Hearing 30 blasts of the Shofar is a Biblically ordained com-
mandment traditionally fulfilled by both men and women. Those who 
are within reasonable walking distance and cannot be at CBI and wish 
to hear the Shofar should contact Rabbi Cohen.

2ND DAY OF ROSH HASHANAH
Friday, September 11
Morning Service  ................................................................8:00 am
Youth Programming ........................................ 9:00 am – 1:30 pm
Torah Reading ................................................................... 10:00 am
Shofar* not before  ............................................................10:30 am
Yom Tov Mincha  ................................................................. 7:10 pm
Ma’ariv, Havdalah, & Yom Tom ends **............................. 8:02 pm
*Note: Hearing 30 blasts of the Shofar is a Biblically ordained com-
mandment traditionally fulfilled by both men and women. Those who 
are within reasonable walking distance and cannot be at CBI and wish 
to hear the Shofar should contact Rabbi Cohen.
**Note: Havdalah is comprised of the blessing over the wine (borei pri 
ha’gafen) followed by the particular blessing of Havdalah (hamavdil 
bein kodesh l’chol). We omit the blessing over incense and candle.

FAST OF GEDALIAH
Sunday, September 12
Fast begins ...........................................................................5:26 am
Selichot & Morning Service  .............................................8:00 am
Mincha w/Torah Reading & Haftorah  ...............................6:55 pm
Ma’ariv & Fast ends  ..........................................................  7:50 pm

SHABBAT SHUVA PARSHAT VAYELECH
Friday Night & Saturday, September 14-15
Candle Lighting  .................................................................7:00 pm
Mincha & Kabbalat Shabbat ..............................................7:00 pm
Morning Service  ..................................................................9:15 am
Childcare  ..............................................................................9:15 am
Formal Group Time  ..........................................................10:30 am
Shabbat Mincha  ..................................................................6:35 pm
Seudah Shelishit  .................................................................6:55 pm
Ma’ariv, Havdalah & Shabbat ends after ...........................7:56 pm

WEEKDAY SELICHOT 
Sunday, September 16 .......................................................8:00 am
Monday, September 17  .......................................................6:15 am

YOM KIPPUR
Tues. & Wed., September 18-19

EREV YOM KIPPUR
Tuesday Night, September 18
Selichot and Morning Service  .......................................... 6:20 am
Mincha with Vidduy  ....................................................... . 4:00 pm
Tefillah Za’aka  ..................................................................... 6:50 pm
Candle Lighting  ................................................................. 6:54 pm
Childcare .................................................................. 7:00-9:00 pm
Kol Nidrei .......................................................................... . 7:08 pm
Fast Begins at ................................................................... . 7:08 pm

YOM KIPPUR
Wednesday, September 19
Morning Service  ............................................................... 8:00 am
Educational Programming .............................. 9:00 am - 2:30 pm
Yizkor  ................................................................................... 11:15 am
Mincha  ................................................................................4:30 pm
Childcare ...................................................................5:00-7:30 pm
Neilah  .................................................................................6:00 pm
Shofar .................................................................................. 7:49 pm
Ma’ariv & Havdalah*  ................................................ .after 7:49 pm
*Note: One is obligated to hear Havdalah after Yom Kippur before 
eating or drinking.

Calendar
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— TIMES FOR ACTION — 

Many commandments need to be performed during particular times of the day; here is a list of those times 
All times are for Berkeley, Daylight Savings Time 

Week of June 30 July 7 July 14 July 21 July 28 

Alot Ha’Shachar Dawn 4:38 am 4:42 am 4:46 am 4:52 am 4:57 am 

Neitz-Sunrise 5:50 am 5:54 am 5:58 am 6:04 am 6:09 am 

Latest ideal time for the 
morning Sh’ma

9:31 am 9:34 am 9:37 am 9:39 am 9:42 am 

Latest time for prayer 
Tefilah

10:45 am 10:47 am 10:49 am 10:51 am 10:53 am 

Mincha Gedolah 
Earliest time for Mincha 

1:50 pm 1:51 pm 1:51 pm 1:51 pm 1:51 pm 

Sh’kia Sunset 8:35 pm 8:34 pm 8:31 pm 8:27 pm 8:22 pm 

Tzeit Ha’kochavim
Nightfall

9:17 pm 9:16 pm 9:13 pm 9:09 pm 9:04 pm 

Week of August 4 August 11 August 18 August 25 

Alot Ha’Shachar Dawn 5:03 am 5:09 am 5:15 am 5:21 am 

Neitz-Sunrise 6:15 am 6:21 am 6:27 am 6:33 am 

Latest ideal time for the 
morning Sh’ma

9:45 am 9:48 am 9:50 am 9:52 am 

Latest time for prayer 
Tefilah

10:55 am 10:56 am 10:57 am 10:58 am 

Mincha Gedolah 
Earliest time for Mincha 

1:50 pm 1:48 pm 1:46 pm 1:44 pm 

Sh’kia Sunset 8:15 pm 8:07 pm 7:58 pm 7:48 pm 

Tzeit Ha’kochavim
Nightfall

8:57 pm 8:49 pm 8:40 pm 8:30 pm 

WEEKDAY SERVICES 
SHACHARIT

Monday-Friday • 6:30 am 
Sunday & Legal Holidays • 8:00 am

MINCHA/MA’ARIV
Five minutes after candlelighting

Mincha & Kabbalat Shabbat 5 minutes after candlelighting

Morning Service 9:15 am

Times for Action
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REFUGEE  
SUPPLY DRIVE
WHO YOU’RE HELPING WHAT THEY NEED

HOST CONTACT:
EMAIL:

Jewish Family and Community Services East Bay is a local agency  
that has been supporting refugees for decades. We can help!

 “Welcome Kits” in a bag: 
• Shampoo
• Conditioner
• Soap
• Toothpaste
• Toothbrush
• Dental Floss
• Shaving Items (razors and shaving cream/gel)
• Deodorant
• Toilet Paper
• Sanitary Napkins (not tampons)
*Newly purchased, full size items only.

Also needed:
•  Newly purchased twin/queen sheet sets, blankets,  
 and towels
•  Target or Safeway gift cards in denominations of  
 $25 to $50
•  Write a card or note to a newcomer refugee. Notes of  
 support and acceptance go a long way in welcoming  
 refugees to our community.

jfcs-eastbay.org

The majority of refugees 
JFCS East Bay has  
resettled in recent years 
are from Afghanistan. 
Many are former transla-
tors who worked with the 
U.S. military.  Under threat 
of violence and death 
from the Taliban and  
other extremist groups, 
these young men and 
their families have been 
forced to flee their coun-
try.  Donating supplies 
is a great way to support 
these young families who 
have sacrificed so much 
for our country.

COLLECTING DONATIONS
JULY 1–JULY 22

VOLUNTEER ON 
TISHA B’AV 

TO ASSEMBLE THE 
WELCOME KITS

SUNDAY, JULY 22
2:30-4PM
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ATTENDANCE REQUESTS
Members
No cost with payment of at least half of membership commitment 
fees or with fee commitment payment plan in place. For friends, 
relatives and visitors, our fees are below.

Non-Members - Regular
Rosh Hashanah Service only – $150/person
Yom Kippur services only -$150/person
Both Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur services – $250/person

Non-Members Full-Time Students
Rosh Hashanah services only – $75/person
Yom Kippur services only – $75/person
Both Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur services – $125/person
No one will be turned away for lack of funds.

MEAL MATCHING
We offer a meal matching program as in past years. 
The process is simple:
Hosts: Just let Sara Darmoni know if you have an extra place or 2, 
or 3, etc. at your table during Rosh Hashanah, and/or Sukkot.
Guests: Let Sara know if you need a place for a meal during Rosh 
Hashanah, and/or Sukkot

HIGH HOLIDAY 
YOUTH PROGRAMMING AND CHILDCARE
Childcare and youth programming will be available on both days 
of Rosh Hashanah, Yom Kippur eve, and Yom Kippur day/Neilah. 
Led by the boundless energy and incredible creativity of Natan and 
Lili Kuchar, along with our Bnot Sherut, our program enriches and 
enlivens our children’s Shabbat and Yom Tov experience. Parents 
are assigned to a volunteer slot during the High Holidays, and can 
indicate preferred windows during sign-up.

The cost is $50 per child, with a maximum of $110 per family. No 
one will be turned away for lack of funds. For complete information,  
and to register your child(ren) and specify volunteer preferences, 
contact Maharat Victoria Sutton.

YIZKOR BOOK
Our community’s Yizkor Book is dedicated to the memory of those 
who have passed from our lives. Revised annually and used four 
times during the year, the Yizkor Book is a meaningful way to honor, 
through tzedaka, the names and lives of loved ones of blessed memo-
ry. The cost is $10 per name. New payment is required each year.

MEMORIAL PLAQUES
Loved ones may be remembered by having their names inscribed 
on a memorial plaque to be mounted on CBI’s memorial wall in the  
sanctuary. This is a permanent way to remember those who have 
passed from our lives. The memorial light is lit annually during the 
week of yahrzeit of   your loved one and at Yizkor services through-
out the year. The cost of a memorial plaque is $360. 

HIGH HOLIDAYS SHUL SETUP
If you wish to volunteer to set up our social hall and sanctuary on 
Saturday night and Sunday for the High Holidays, please contact 
the office (office@cbiberkeley.org, (510) 843-5246). 

PAYMENTS
1) You may send your check to: Congregation Beth Israel, 1630 
Bancroft Way, Berkeley, CA 94703.
2) Alternatively, you can make your online payment on our website.

HIGH HOLIDAY CHILDCARE 
Dear CBI Parents and Families,

The High Holidays are approaching and we are thrilled to share 
important information about childcare and youth programming at 
the shul. As in every year, we hope our children will have a positive, 
fun, and educational experience during their time in groups. We are 
continually grateful for our beautiful Gan Shalom Youth Center, 
which will house most of our youth programming. In addition, we are 
exceedingly excited by the energy and talents that Natan and Lili 
Kuchar, along with our Bnot Sherut, bring to enrich and enliven our 
children’s Shabbat and Yom Tov experience.

At this time we are deeply appreciative of your engagement as par-
ents and look forward to working together with you and your fam-
ily.  We know that each of us will lend a hand to help make a suc-
cessful High Holiday experience for everyone involved - children, 
parents, and the community at large. Below, please find information 
about parent volunteer shifts, a crucial part of making our program-
ming work, as well as other pertinent information.

Programming will be available to the groups listed below. Signs and 
schedules will be posted with clear designations of the various age 
groups and their assigned locations. Each room and space will be set 
up with age appropriate games and programming. When you register 
your child(ren), they will be assigned to the space appropriate for 
their age. The groups will be led by experienced educators, as well 
as parent and teen volunteers. The programs are structured around 
children’s prayers, storytelling/singing, and activities relevant to the 
High Holidays. A full schedule, including volunteer shifts, will be sent 
in advance of Rosh Hashana, and will be posted throughout CBI. 

In past years, a number of families have found hiring their own 
childcare for High Holidays to be a positive experience for the en-
tire family. In that spirit we continue to encourage parents to make 
the decision that works best for their children and their family’s 
needs over the High Holidays. Please feel free to contact Maharat 
Sutton with specific questions or concerns.

Dates:
Rosh Hashanah Day 1: Monday, September 10, 9-1:30
Rosh Hashanah Day 2: Tuesday, 11, 9-1:30
Yom Kippur Evening/Kol Nidrei: Tuesday, September 18, 6:30-9 pm 
Yom Kippur Day: Wednesday, September 19, 9-2 pm
Yom Kippur Evening/Neilah: Wednesday, September 19, 5-7:30 pm

Highlights:
*Rosh Hashanah Seder 
*Shofar Blowing
*Rosh Hashanah Activities and Games
*Special programming with community educators

Cost:
The cost is $50 per child, with a maximum of $110 per family, which 
covers the three days of Yom Tov as well as Kol Nidre and Neilah.  
These fees cover the cost of snacks, materials and staffing for child-
care.  No one will be turned away for lack of funds.

High Holidays at CBI
We look forward to celebrating the high holidays with you this year. Below please find information about our various services and programs.
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MAY WE BE INSCRIBED 
IN THE BOOK OF LIFE 

This Rosh Hashanah, 
share your blessings with all of 

Beth Israel’s friends! 
A beautiful Rosh Hashanah 

card will be sent to all 
shul members for the High Holidays. 

Have your family’s name included 
among the well-wishers on the 

inside of this card. 

$36 to have one or two names listed. 

$54 to include your entire  
(first generational) family. 

PLEASE PRINT NAMES 
EXACTLY AS YOU WOULD LIKE 

THEM TO APPEAR IN THE CARD

 

Name(s):

Don’t Forget! 
ABSOLUTE DEADLINE: 
MONDAY, AUGUST 13

All proceeds support 
adult education programming at CBI.

IF I FORGET 
THEE JERUSALEM... 

SPECIAL 
TISHA B’AV 

PROGRAMMING 
AT CBI 

Join us for a 
time of mourning 

through prayer and learning. 

Shacharit followed by kinnot, 
8:00 am 

Special 
Community-Wide Learning, 

10:00 am 

SUNDAY JULY 22

A NIGHT OF  FORGIVENESS 
THE SELICHOT SERVICE BEGINS 
OUR PROCESS OF TESHUVA AND 

SELF REFLECTION

JOIN US AS WE PREPARE THROUGH 
SONG & STUDY FOR THIS NIGHT 

OF FORGIVENESS

SATURDAY NIGHT
SEPTEMBER 1

MA’ARIV, HAVDALAH & SHABBAT ENDS 
AFTER 8:18 PM

 PRE-SELICHOT COMMUNITY LEARNING 
9:30 PM 

SELICHOT SERVICES • 11:00 PM 

d

d
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Memorial Plaques
To memorialize your loved one, you may wish to purchase 

a memorial plaque to be placed on the 
memorial board in the sanctuary.

Besides ensuring that Kaddish will be recited perpetually in the 
name of your beloved deceased, you will receive a  

notice annually of the date of the yahrzeit and the date the yahrzeit 
will be observed by the recitation of Kaddish.

The cost of a memorial plaque is $360.

To purchase contact Carol Cunradi
510.234.1003 cunradi@sbcglobal.net

CBI Office 510.843.5246 
office@cbiberkeley.org

Morasha Legacy Society
Our commitment to our beloved community is evident in everything we do. 

Now each of us can extend our commitment into the future.
Please consider joining us. 

For more information or to join the Society please contact: 
Noah Alper • noahalper@gmail.com

Rena Rosen • t.rosenfamily@comcast.net.

Paul & SerachBracha Albert • Fran Alexander • Noah & Hope Alper
Anonymous (3) • Ron z”l & Bella Barany • Dan z’’l & Judith Bloom • Benjamin & Sara Darmoni

Nimrod & Aliza Elias • Jane Falk• Malcolm Feeley & Rivka Amado • Alan Finkelstein & Leslie Valas
Sam Ginsburg • David & Diane Gould • Ezra & Toby Hendon • Sam & Bathea James

Russell Kassman • Gary & Ilene Katz • Jesse & Gabriella Kellerman • Seymour Kessler
Alan & Elissa Kittner • Aaron Marcus • Gary & Lois Marcus • Ed & Phyllis Miller

Joel & Irene Resnikoff • Ben Rose & Rebecca Landes • Mordy & Rena Rosen • Harry & Dorothy Rubin
Bob & June Safran • Ory Sandel • SaraLeya Schley  • Carol Shivel • Steve Silberblatt & Rita Kohl

Bob & Naomi Stamper • David & Rikki Sudikoff • Justin & Sheba Sweet
Friedner & Ruth Wittman • Linda & Stanley Wulf
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Nosh News: Grand Bakery

 Dear CBI Community,
  It’s hard to believe it has been almost a year since I took the helm of Grand Bakery and re-
launched the oldest kosher bakery in the Bay Area. When Bob retired and Grand Bakery closed, 
there was a void in our community. We needed our reliable kosher bakery back and it has been 
my pleasure to steward Grand Bakery’s revival.
  The past 11 months have been amazing! Challenging me in ways I expected and in ways I 
could never have imagined, rewarding beyond belief and, thank G-d, modestly successful. My 
mission in reviving the bakery is to enable people to gather around food and Jewish ritual. We 
relaunched challah, macaroons and cookies in the early stages of the revival and have recently 
added round and sheet cakes (for birthdays and other celebrations) back into our offerings. 
We’ve even made some cakes you may have enjoyed at a recent kiddush (thanks Sara Darmoni 
and Alan Finkelstein!). 
  I’m also exploring ways to branch out beyond baking. During Purim we hosted ‘make your 
own hamentash’ booths at Purim carnivals at Jewish day schools in San Francisco and around 
the East Bay. I also hosted challah braiding workshops at a local synagogue and one at a high 
school in Alameda in collaboration with the Jewish Education Roundtable group in the Alameda 
Unified School District. All in all, this first year has been a wild ride and it’s truly hard to believe 
how the time flies. I am grateful for the continuing support of each of you and the CBI commu-
nity as a whole. As I continue to develop this new iteration of Grand Bakery, I want you to know 
that each of you, and the CBI community as a whole, are truly valued customers and it is my 
pleasure to serve you! You can visit us online at grandbakeryoakland.com and on Instagram and 
Twitter @grandbakeryoakland. If you need anything at all, please call me at the bakery (510) 
465-1110. You can reach me anytime, 24/6. 
In service,
Sam Tobis

t

Nosh News: The Cookie Department

Akiva Resnikoff, born and raised in Berkeley, attended 
Beth Israel during his formative years. His parents, Den-
ise Resnikoff and the late Eli Resnikoff, joined the shul in 
the early 80s. Denise and her husband Lenny Kristal are 
still members today.

Having grown up in a home with a mother that is an ex-
ceptional baker, Akiva started a cookie company in her 
kitchen. The Cookie Department, now based in Los An-
geles, has flourished into a nationally distributed brand. 
The line of individually packaged cookies are Fully Func-
tional®, kosher certified Kof-K Dairy and D.E. and sell 
in boxes of 12 cookies. 

The Cookie Department starts with classic cookie for-
mulations and fortifies them with unique functional in-

gredients like fair trade coffee caffeine, whey protein, 
superfoods and antioxidants, giving their customers ex-
tra benefits in every bite.

The Cookie Department would like to support Beth Is-
rael by offering an ongoing 5% coupon to CBI’s mem-
bers. For every order placed by a CBI member, The 
Cookie Department will donate 10% of the total cost 
less the shipping. TCD always covers shipping to its 
customers. An average order on our site will earn CBI 
$2.69. The Cookie Department will send a donation 
check every quarter.

Use coupon code CBICOOKIE5 at checkout every 
time you order! thecookiedepartment.com
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KIDDUSH SPONSORS
February 24: Marti & Shelly Zedeck in 
honor of the members of the Chevra 
Kadisha, past, present and future; and in 
memory of our beloved daughter Eliza-
beth Laurie Zedeck on her 40th yahrzeit; 
Sheila & Marvin Yudenfreund in honor of 
the Chevra Kadisha; Sondra Markowitz 
in honor of Jonah’s birthday

March 3: Matan Gilbert celebrating Na-
dav’s 5th birthday and entering another 
Chinuch milestone.  May he grow in 
mitzvot!; Laura Lipman in honor of her 
second retirement

March 10: Hope and Noah Alper in 
honor of the birth of their granddaugh-
ter Aviv Lily Alper and the yahrzeits of 
Hope’s father Robert Finegold, Hope’s 
grandmother Rachel Press, and Noah’s 
mother Marjorie Alper; Rachel Factor 
and Bruno Salama and family on the 
birth of a baby girl

March 17: Rebecca Landes & Ben Rose 
in memory of Ephraim Landes & Albert  
Rose; Bella Barany celebrating Ron’s 
90’s birthday and 58 years of marriage; 
Stanley Goldstein, in honor of Ron’s 90th 
birthday and his own birthday; Susan 
Jacobson in honor of Ron Barany’s 90th 
birthday; Judy & Bob Albietz in honor of 
Ron Barany’s 90th birthday; Megan Tal-
bot in honor of Ron’s 90th birthday and 
the anniversary; Batya Schick in memory 
of her mother Hannah Raiza bat Morde-
chai HaLevi on her 4th yahrzeit 

March 24: Joel & Irene Resnikoff; and 
Denise Resnikoff & Lenny Kristal honor-
ing the memory of Eli Resnikoff; Mark 
& Susan Schickman in memory of the 
yahrzeit of Mark’s mother, Esther Rachel 
bat Tuvia; David Spieler in honor of his 
birthday and Nae Golomb’s birthday 

Pesach Day 1 – March 31: Rikva Amado 
and Malcolm Feeley in honor of Hope 
and Noah Alper and all their good 
works; Rebecca & Oded Angel; Beth 
Oelberger Astmann and Jonathan Ast-
mann in honor of Anshel’s and Ziggy’s 
birthdays; Miriam Barrere;  Joel and 
Joan Brodsky in honor of the anniversary 
of Joel’s Bar Mitzvah; Carol and Jim 
Cunradi in honor of our 34th wedding 
anniversary; Sara & Benjamin Darmoni  
in honor of their wedding anniversary; 
Zac & Jen Kamenetz; Michael Kaye; 
Rachel Perl & Gilad Buchman; SaraLeya 
Schley in memory of her parents, Joe 
& Adele Schley; Doreet & Jeff Stein 
in honor of Gili’s 14th  birthday, Jeff’s 
birthday, our anniversary, and the visit of 
Doreet’s father

Pesach Day 2 – April 1: Carol and Jim 
Cunradi in honor of our 34th wedding 
anniversary

April 7: R. Eliahu Klein, Gavi Klein and 
Cynthia Scheinberg in honor of the 9th 
yahrzeit of Israel Herbert Scheinberg; 
The Sandel family, in honor of the sev-
enth anniversary of Talya Sandel’s bat 
mitzvah; Ronna Kabatznick and Peter 
Scott in memory of Jeffery Kabatznick 

and Joan and Norman Kabatznick; Sa-
raLeya Schley in memory of her parents, 
Joe & Adele Schley; Ilene Lee in honor 
of CBI

April 14: Hilla Abel and Asaf Shor; Paul 
and SerachBracha Albert; Tamara Beliak 
& Ze’ev Neumeier; Sara and Benjanim 
Darmoni; Na’amah Wendy Kenin; Josh & 
Jenny Kirsch; Yael Krieger & Joshua La-
don; Chaim and Nell Mahgel-Friedman; 
Tania and Muni Schweig; Josh and Ame-
lia Spivak; Roger Studley & R’ Chai Levy; 
Meena Viswanath and Jamie Conway

April 21: In Celebration of Israel: Robi & 
Miriam Cohen; Vered and Hilik Frank; 
Matan and Nadav Gilbert; Renana and 
Nathan Goldstein; Udi & Sarit Oster; 
Nechama & Nadav Rappoport; David 
Spieler & Rachel Schorr

April 28: Congregation Beth Israel; 
Nimrod, Nava, and Maya Elias in honor 
of Aliza’s 40th birthday; Matan Gilbert in 
appreciation of Judy Massarano, whose 
passion, patience, care and dedication 
make learning both fun and success-
ful!; Sherrin Packer-Rosenthal & Philip 
Rosenthal in honor CBI’s leadership; 
Joelle Yzquierdo in appreciation of Lois 
& Susie Marcus; Ben Rose & Rebecca 
Landes, Rena and Yakov Harari, and 
Marti & Shelley Zedeck for their kind-
ness

May 5: in honor of Benjamin Darmoni’s 
birthday and in honor of Lauren Green-
berg’s birthday: 

Sara & Yishai Darmoni, the Greenberg 
Family, Ronna Bach & Michael Green-
wald, Linda Diamond & Donald Light, 
Michael Feiner & Jenny Shy, Jeff and 
Jodie Morgan, Rena & Mordy Rosen, 
Tania & Muni Schweig, Rona Teitelman

May 12: The Neumeier and Beliak family 
in honor of Dror Neumeier’s Bar Mitzvah

May 19: Batya Schick in memory of her 
brother Victor ben Martin on his 15th 
yahrzeit; Violette and Henry Sibony in 
gratitude to Hashem and in honor of 
Shavuot

Shavuot, May 20-21: Hilla Abel & Asaf 
Shor in honor of their 13th anniversary; 
Deena Nechama Aranoff & Adam Ber-
man; the Astmanns; Ronna Kabatznick 
& Peter Dale Scott; Aaron Katler & Deb 
Fink; Udi & Sarit Oster; Marc Roth; Anna 
Jane Stone

SEUDAH SHLISHIT
April 28: Jonathan Lyon in honor of my 
Father’s 4th Yahrzeit (Kalonymus Ben 
Aharon HaLevi) and Binyamina Sharona-
Schreiver, a kind person in Israel who has 
helped us toward our Aliyah

May 5: Women’s Seudah shlishit and 
Learning: Bella Barany in honor of the 
liberation of Amsterdam; Mahgel-Fried-
man Family in honor of Raizel Amidah’s 
10th birthday; Rona Rothenberg in 
honor of the birth of our grandson Noah 
Yosef Ben-Israel

May 26: The Spivak Family in honor of
Shalom Spivak’s bar mitzvah

June 2: Rona Teitelman in honor of the
83rd anniversary of her father’s bar 
mitzvah & her mother’s 3rd yahrzeit; 
Eliezah & Yarden Hoffman in honor of 
the 20th anniversary of R. Daniel Hoff-
man’s Bar Mitzvah; and the following 
sponsors in honor of all  our Graduates: 
Lou Schubert, Jonah Markowitz, Klein/
Steinberg family, Iris Greenberg-Smith, 
Rikki & David Sudikoff , Jacob & Rachel 
Heitler, Muni & Tania Schweig, Elissa & 
Alan Kittner, Joel & Irene Resnikoff, Do-
reet Stein, Avraham & Ruchama Burrell, 
Hiram Simon, Ruth Wiseman, Jonathan 
Lyon & Jane Turbiner, Carol & Jim Cun-
radi, Michael Greenwald & Ronna Bach, 
Glenn & Judy Massarano

June 9: in honor of Cynthia Scheinberg,
Eliahu Klein, and Gavi in thanks for their 
wonderful contributions to community 
and friends and wishing them the best in 
Providence: Avraham and Ruchama Bur-
rell, Liora Brosbe and Daniel Isaacson, 
Jane Falk, Michael Feiner and Jennifer 
Shy, Seth and Lauren Greenberg, Paul 
Hamburg and Mimi Weisel, Lev and 
Sarah Jasper, Michael Kaye, Alan and 
Elissa Kittner, Michael and Jessica Klass, 
Leora Lawton, Steve Leeds, Ken and 
Annetta Lipman, Laura Lipman, Jonathan 
Lyon and Jane Turbiner, Janice Mac Mil-
lan, Chaim and Nell Mahgel-Friedman, 
Glenn and Judith Massarano, David and 
BatSheva Miller, Molly Nadav and Eli 
Silins, Paul and AnnaBelle Panish, Debo-
rah Pearl, Bob and June Safran, SaraLeya 
Schley, Lou Schubert, Muni and Tania 
Schweig, Eric and Rachel Seder, Rona 
Teitelman

June 16: Hakarat Hatov (Gratitude) to
our B’not Sherut, Shira and Nerya, and 
to Irene and Joel Resnikoff: R Yonatan 
Cohen & Frayda Gonshor Cohen, Sara & 
Benni Darmoni, Malcom Feeley & Rivka 
Amado, Vered & Hilik Frank, Renana & 
Natan Goldstein, Olga & Terry Gordon, 
Meechal & Na’aman Kam, Wendy Kenin, 
Jenny & Josh Kirsch, Sarah & Saul Mi-
randa, Tamara Beliak & Ze’ev Neumeier, 
OHDS, Racheli Perl & Gilad Buchman, 
Nechama & Nadav Rappoport, Muni & 
Tania Schweig, Juliet & Birger Stamper-
dahl, M Victoria Sutton & Adam Brelow, 
Aliza & Kenny Weiss, Jo-Ellen & Ben 
Zeitlin. Members & students farewell: 
Paul & SerachBracha Albert, Avraham & 
Ruchama Burrell, Judy & Glenn Mas-
sarano, Doreet & Jeff Stein, Laila & Abe 
Stone. Batya Schick in honor of Mimi & 
Paul Weisel

June 23: Lior Armbruster, Kirsten and
Miriam Barrere in honor of Rabbi Yona-
tan Cohen and his family and Maharat 
Victoria Sutton and her family; Yossi 
Ben-Nun for the yahrzeit of his father: 
Menachem ben Menachem; the Epstein 
Family in honor of Benjamin Epstein; 
Glenn and Judy Massarano celebrating 
their 32nd anniversary
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HACHNASSAT ORCHIM

Hilla Abel & Asaf Shor
Natan & Lili Kuchar

Matty Lichtenstein & Zvi Rosen
Judy & Glenn Massarano

Nadav & Nechama Rappoport
Meena Viswanath and Jamie Conway 

YOUR CHAI-LIGHTS TEAM
Rabbi Yonatan Cohen

Eden Gerson
Susie Marcus

Maharat Victoria Sutton
Joelle Yzquierdo

CBI office • 510 843-5246
Rabbi Cohen • 510 843-8052 

Gan Shalom Office • 510 848-3298 
Scrip Hotline • 510 525-8259

office@cbiberkeley.org • www.cbiberkeley.org

MAZAL TOV!

To grandparents Hope & Noah Alper and Hadassah & Jeff 
Wrightman and new parents Naama Wrightman & David 

Alper on the birth of a baby girl, Aviv Lily.  
To Gan Shalom head teacher Inbal Cohen-Sadi & Avi Sadi, 

and big brother Daniel on the birth of a  
baby girl, Shira. 

To parents Rachel Factor & Bruno Salama and big siblings 
Benjamin and Noa, on the birth of a  

baby girl, Ana.  
To great-grandmother Fran Alexander, grandparents Irene 
& Joel Resnikoff, and aunt Dorit Resnikoff on the birth of a 

baby boy to Maya & Haggai Resnikoff,  
in New York. 

To Jessica Fain and Adam Rosenzweig and big brother 
Judah on the birth of a baby girl, Hana Vera Chaya. 

To Maayan & Elishav Rabinovich and big sisters Uri, Halel, 
Raz and Shiri on the birth of a baby girl, Tenne Rivka

To parents Jeanette Wickelgren & Raphael Rosen, big 
brothers Allen & William, and grandparents Mordy & Rena 

Rosen and Norma Graham on the birth of a  
baby girl, Naomi Livya

To Frayda and R. Yonatan, to big brothers Hoshaya & 
Gavriel and big sister Amarya on the birth of a baby boy, 

Emanuel Leib
To Aliza and Nimrod Elias and to big sisters Nava and 

Maya on the birth of a baby boy

May these children’s lives be filled with the insights of Torah, 
the warm and supportive love of family and community, and 

the blessing of good deeds. Mazal tov!

BARUCH DAYAN EMET • CONDOLENCES

We are saddened to share the news of the passing of 
Rabbi Leo Abrami (Ari ben David ve Channah). He is 

survived by his children David and Megan Abrami, Jonathan 
Abrami, Linda and David Shnitzer, Dan and Jenny Abrami, 
Arianne Elisheva Abrami Neckritz and grandchildren Jonah 

and Gabe Abrami, Elianna, Sara, Laili and Akiva Shnitzer, 
Ariella Neckritz, Tristan Abrami and his wife Rosemary 

Abrami as well as his first wife and her spouse  
Susan and Dick Seeley.

We are saddened to share the news of the passing in 
Van Nuys of Marilyn Tamara Winer, beloved sister of Marv 
Winer and sister-in-law of Maxine Winer. She is survived by 

her three brothers, Marvin, Larry and William Winer 
and their families.

We deeply regret to inform you of the passing of Ron 
Barany, beloved husband of Bella Barany, father of David 
and Melissa Barany, Sylvia (nee Barany) and Eitan Ritov, 

Micah and Deborah Barany and 
Ezra and Beth Barany.

We deeply regret to inform you of the passing in Phoe-
nix, Arizona of Lillian Hamburg, beloved mother of Paul 

Hamburg and mother-in-law of Mimi Weisel, at the age of 
91 in the early hours of Sunday, June 10th. 

HaMakom Yenacheim Et’chem Betoch She’ar Aveilei 
Tziyon VeYerushalayim.  May God comfort  the family and all 

others who mourn Zion and Jerusalem.
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ANNIVERSARIES
Jacob & Diane Cohen, June 2, 1st an-

niversary
Joseph Hellerstein & Adene Sacks, June 

2, 22nd anniversary
Dean & Lauren Robinson, June 7, 9th 

anniversary
Mordecai & Rena Rosen, June 10, 45th 

anniversary
Sam & Rose Ginsburg, June 11, 52nd an-

niversary
Jonathan Lyon & Jane Turbiner, June 15, 

21st anniversary
Edward & Phyllis Miller, June 19, 52nd 

anniversary
Eli Silins & Molly Nadav, June 19, 2nd 

anniversary
Glenn & Judith Massarano, June 23, 

32nd anniversary
Marvin & Sheila Yudenfreund, June 25, 

52nd anniversary
Ori Kanefsky & Rena Greenfield, June 

28, 9th anniversary
Ben & Jo-Ellen Zeitlin, June 28, 9th an-

niversary
Michael Steinman & Dorothy Richman, 

June 29, 15th anniversary
Yonatan Cohen & Frayda Gonshor Co-

hen, July 4, 13th anniversary
Daniel Isaacson & Liora Brosbe, July 4, 

14th anniversary
Jesse Kellerman & Gabriella Rosen Kel-

lerman, July 4, 14th anniversary
Joel & Joan Brodsky, July 5, 43rd an-

niversary
Darrell Cohn & Leah Kahn, July 13, 10th 

anniversary
Josh Fleet & Dorielle Parker, July 13, 5th 

anniversary
Daniel & Eliezah Hoffman, July 13, 4th 

anniversary
Peter Dale Scott & Ronna Kabatznick, 

July 14, 25th anniversary
Gregg & Ruth Morris, July 17, 41st an-

niversary
Marvin & Sara Engel, July 24, 51st an-

niversary
Zvika & Ayelet Krieger, July 25, 8th an-

niversary
Ben Rose & Rebecca Landes, July 29, 

11th anniversary
Craig & Abigail Rudnick, July 29, 10th 

anniversary
Robert & Barbara Budnitz, July 30, 57th 

anniversary
Ariel Mayse & Adina Polen, August 1, 8th 

anniversary
Philip Rosenthal & Sherrin Packer-

Rosenthal, August 3, 38th anniversary
Nimrod Elias & Aliza Craimer Elias, Au-

gust 5, 11th anniversary
Lev & Sarah Jasper, August 5, 17th an-

niversary

Gary & Ilene Katz, August 7, 58th an-
niversary

Joel & Katya Gerwein, August 8, 22nd 
anniversary

Natan & Lili Kuchar, August 9, 9th an-
niversary

Issy & Patricia Kipnis, August 11, 39th 
anniversary

Dennis & Marilyn Levi, August 16, 48th 
anniversary

Ron Reissberg & Janice Mac Millan, 
August 18, 26th anniversary

Ross Libenson & Susie Marcus, August 
19, 28th anniversary

Yehuda Ben-Israel & Rona Rothenberg, 
August 20, 39th anniversary

Marvin & Maxine Winer, August 20, 57th 
anniversary

Gary & Lois Marcus, August 21, 58th 
anniversary

Sheldon & Marti Zedeck, August 21, 52nd 
anniversary

Chanan Zupnick & Eden Gerson, August 
21, 7th anniversary

Donald Light & Linda Diamond, August 
23, 3rd anniversary

Elan Weinstock & Sarah Silverman, Au-
gust 24, 4th anniversary

John Pilkington & Linda Levy, August 26, 
27th anniversary

Daniel & Robinn Magid, August 28, 35th 
anniversary

Aric Lasry & Johana Afenjar, August 29, 
6th anniversary

Noah & Melissa Nathan, August 30, 3rd 
anniversary

Jeremy & Rachel Evnine, August 31, 
42nd anniversary

BIRTHDAYS
Shay Harel, June 1, 1st birthday
Alexandra Weiss, June 1, 4th birthday
Phyllis Emanuel, June 2
Natan Kuchar, June 2
Gaby Schubert, June 2, 14th birthday
Nili Solomon, June 2, 6th birthday
Orly Solomon, June 2, 6th birthday
Ron Elkayam, June 5
Hazel Kirsch, June 5, 11th birthday
Rebbeca Miranda, June 5, 13th birthday
Brian Blumenband, June 7
Joseph Hellerstein, June 7
Eliza Smith, June 7, 18th birthday
Ezra Bolton, June 8, 18th birthday
Psakhye Conway, June 8, 3rd birthday
Marvin Metviner, June 8
Sarit Oster, June 8
Yael Steinman, June 8, 8th birthday
Sheldon Zedeck, June 8
June Safran, June 10
Samuel Krieger, June 11, 4th birthday
Marilyn Levi, June 11
Woody Bolton, June 12

Shalom Spivak, June 13, 13th birthday
Shira Berman, June 14, 6th birthday
Anya Shannon, June 14, 17th birthday
Yair Naftalin-Kelman, June 15, 13th 

birthday
Nava Schweig, June 15, 17th birthday
Benjamin Salama, June 16, 7th birthday
Ken Bamberger, June 17
Milea Kenin, June 18, 13th birthday
Kenny Weiss, June 18
Jacob Harari, June 20
Matya Menda, June 21, 6th birthday
Elana Stone, June 21, 6th birthday
Paul Albert, June 22
Harry Rubin, June 23
Maytal Bach, June 26, 18th birthday
Andrea Brott, June 28
Ronna Kabatznick, June 29
Linda Diamond, June 30
Melissa Nathan, June 30
Nava Elias, July 5, 8th birthday
Niva Heitler Bamberger, July 5, 12th 

birthday
Emunah Jasper, July 5, 13th birthday
Noa Kam, July 5, 4th birthday
Irene Resnikoff, July 5
Arbel Oster, July 6, 1st birthday
Aaron Leon Kenin, July 8
Kate Haber, July 9
Jennifer Kamenetz, July 9
David Kenin, July 9, 12th birthday
Bernice Bradley, July 10
Jessica Fain, July 10
Judy Albietz, July 11
Rona Teitelman, July 12
Simon Zeitlin, July 12, 8th birthday
Corey Feldman, July 13, 4th birthday
Rena Greenfield, July 13
Talia Falk, July 14
Michael Kaye, July 14
Rona Rothenberg, July 15
Ruth Wiseman, July 16
Chaim Spivak, July 17, 9th birthday
Hannah Turbiner Lyon, July 18, 18th 

birthday
Jo-Ellen Zeitlin, July 18
Adina Polen, July 19
Rachel Treisman, July 21
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Idit Solomon, July 23
Roger Studley, July 23
Ralph Sutton, July 24
Yakir Neumeier, July 25, 8th birthday
Gabriella Kellerman, July 26
Robert Stamper, July 29
David Goldstein, July 31, 6th birthday
Shachar Rappoport, July 31, 9th birthday
Lisa Blumenband, August 1
Marvin Winer, August 3
Denise Resnikoff, August 4
Rachel Schorr, August 4
Joan Brodsky, August 5
Zvika Krieger, August 5
Ronna Bach, August 6
Michael Steinman, August 7

Hilla Abel, August 8
Noa Salama, August 8, 3rd birthday
Naomi Lipman, August 9, 16th birthday
Noah Katler, August 10, 9th birthday
Jennifer Shy, August 10
Juliet Stamperdahl, August 12
Shiri Goldstein, August 13, 4th birthday
Ruth Morris, August 13
Daniel Isaacson, August 14
Sherrin Packer-Rosenthal, August 14
Ariel Mayse, August 15
Simone Schubert, August 16, 12th birthday
Udi Oster, August 18
Raina Pilania, August 18, 3rd birthday
Daniel Mayse, August 19, 2nd birthday
Asaf Shor, August 19

Julian Hassenfeld, August 20, 3rd birthday
Noam Saper, August 21
Gavriel Cohen, August 23, 7th birthday
Alan Kittner, August 23
Nathaniel Weathersby, August 23
Donald Light, August 24
Rose Ginsburg, August 25
Asher Isaacson, August 25, 8th birthday
Dorielle Parker, August 25
Chanah Kenin, August 26, 11th birthday
Akiva Jasper, August 30, 10th birthday
Menachem Neumeier, August 30, 11th 

birthday
Noah Nathan, August 31

BIRTHDAYS CONTINUED

THANK YOU TO 
HIRAM SIMON AND WINEWISE

 FOR ORGANIZING AND 
GENEROUSLY DONATING TO CBI 
ALL PROFITS FROM THIS YEAR’S 

PESACH WINE SALE
AND TO CBI’S SISTERHOOD 

FOR SPONSORING THE 
WINE TASTING EVENT

THE 2018 PESACH WINE SALE
O�ered by WineWise

A Benefit of Congregation Beth Israel

SUNDAY, MARCH 18 • 2:00-5:00 PM • $20
Learn about and sample select kosher wines

During this year’s pesach wine sale!
Light refreshments will be served.

Presented by Hiram Simon & WineWise
$20 • Please pay at the event.

Wines can be ordered at the event. Picked up at CBI • Sunday, March 25 • 10am-Noon
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YIZKOR BOOK
Our community’s Yizkor Book is dedicated to the memory of those who 

have passed from our lives. Revised annually and used four times during the year, 
the Yizkor Book is a meaningful way to honor, through tzedaka, 

the names and lives of loved ones of blessed memory. 
The cost is $10 per name. 

New payment is required each year.
Deadline: Monday, August 13

Send new listings or confirm last year’s listings to 
office@cbiberkeley.org
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Aron & Anna Gonshor: In honor of Ra’anan 
Schweig on his graduating OHDS; Isa-
iah Bamberger on his graduating OHDS; 
Kenny Bamberger on his 50th Birthday

Lenny Kristal & Denise Resnikoff: in honor of 
grandparents Hope and Noah on the birth of 
their second granddaughter, Aviv Lily!!! In hon-
or of the two new babies on the block: Naomi 
Livya and Emanuel Leib Cohen.

Glenn & Judy Massarano: Mazal tov on the 
newest addition to the team! May this nesha-
ma be blessed by the warmth of family and 
community, learning from and enjoying the 
very best that this Berkeley qehila qedosha has 
to offer. May he grow and come to value the 
love and deep menschlichkeit of his parents and 
grandparents, and may he always be blessed 
with shalom.

GENERAL FUND
Anonymous
Bernard Backer
Beatrice Balfour
Yehuda Ben-Israel & Rona Rothenberg: in honor 

of the birth of Aviv Lily Alper; in memory of 
Ron Barany

Marily Benson: in memory of my mother’s 
yahrzeit

Diane and Ed Bernbaum: in memory of Lillian 
Hamburg, mother of Paul Hamburg

Bernice Bradley: in memory of Ron Barany
Marcia Brooks
CBI Sisterhood: in memory of Ron Barany
Jim & Carol Cunradi: in memory of Marilyn Ta-

mara Winer, z”l; in memory of Ron Barany, z”l; 
wishing a refuah shleima to Violette Sibony

Susanne DeWitt: in memory of my father, Sam-
uel Kalter, on his yahrzeit

Jane Falk: in memory of Marv Winer’s sister, 
Marilyn Tamara Winer; in memory of Arianne 
Neckritz’s father, R. Leo Abrami; in memory 
of Ron Barany; in memory of Paul Hamburg’s 
mother Lillian Hamburg; in honor of the birth 
of Lyvia Rosen

Malcolm Feeley & Rivka Amado: in honor of 
Mordy & Rena Rosen

Sam & Rose Ginsburg
Edith Goldman & Morton Hoffman
Terence & Olga Gordon: in memory of Ron 

Barany, beloved husband of Bella Barany; in 
memory of Marilyn Tamara Winer, beloved sis-
ter of Marv Winer and sister-in-law of Maxine 
Winer; in memory of the yahrzeit of Natalie 
Doreen Gordon, Terry’s beloved mother

Michael Greenwald & Ronna Bach
Rose Haft
Jacob & Rachel Heitler: in honor of the birth of 

Emanuel Leib Cohen
David & Hanna Hindawi: in memory of Salim 

Hindawi; in memory of Haim Rettig
Sam & Bathea James: in memory of Adolph 

James
Alison Jordan: in memory of Lillian Hamburg, 

mother of Paul Hamburg.
Aaron Katler & Deb Fink: in memory of Susan 

Dexter Fink, beloved stepmother
Alan & Elissa Kittner: in memory of Esther 

Burkhardt’s yahrzeit
Ben & Noa Kramarz: in honor of the transfer of 

seforim
Philip & Gladys Leider: in honor of Jane Falks’ 

birthday
Michael & Deborah Lesser: in honor of the birth 

of a boy to Rebecca & Joshua; in memory of 
Anne Werner; in memory of Louis Langman

Jonathan Lyon & Jane Turbiner: in honor of 
Israel’s Independence Day

Aaron Marcus: with thanks to R Yonatan & 
Frayda for their continued good work

Ariel Mayse & Adina Polen
Edward & Phyllis Miller: in memory of Ron 

Barany; mazal tov to Fran Alexander, and Joel 
& Irene Resnikoff on the birth of baby boy 
to Maya & Haggai; in honor of the birth of a 
daughter to Jeanette & Rafi Rosen; in honor of 
the birth of a son to Frayda & R. Cohen

Hillel & Fay Nissenbaum: thank you for warm 
welcome

Richard & Susan Rabens: in memory of Bertha 
Rabens

Mordecai & Rena Rosen: in memory of Marv 
Winer’s sister, Marilyn Tamara Winer; in mem-
ory of Ron Barany

Alan Rosenthal
Yael Sandler: in honor of Tania & Muni Schweig 

and their beautiful family
Diane Sandoval: Thank you for your generous 

hospitality on Shabbat Shemini
Steve Scher & Eva Ginsburg: in memory of Ron 

Barany
Barbara Schick
Hermina Seiden: in honor of the birth of Hana 

Vera Rosenzweig
Aliza Shapiro: Mazel Tov to the Elias Family
Henry & Violette Sibony: for Aliya; for yizkor
Brian Siegel
Meital Singer
Robert & Naomi Stamper: in honor of Jane 

Falk’s birthday; in honor of our 55th wedding 
anniversary; in honor of the birth of Kayman & 
Lesser grandson

Harry Stein
Jeff & Doreet Stein
Marvin & Maxine Winer: in memory of Maxine’s 
grandmother Jenny Goodstein
Sheldon & Marti Zedeck: on the yahrzeit of 
Harvey Rosen

RABBI’S DISCRETIONARY FUND
Paul & SerachBracha Albert: Passover donation
Oded & Rebecca Angel Mazal Tov to the Cohen 

Family! May you continue to enjoy nachat and 
simchot!

Marily Benson: Passover donation
Arthur & Sheila Braufman: in loving memory of 

Ron Barany with deepest condolences to Bella
Joan Brunswick: for the sale of chametz
Robi & Miriam Cohen: in honor of Hoshaya, 

Gavriel & Amarya for finding the afikomen; in 
memory of Ron Barany; with thanks to Gary 
Marcus for his kind help

Jamie Conway & Meena Viswanath
Benjamin & Sara Darmoni: maot chittin; thank 

you to R. Cohen for saying kaddish for my 
mother

Michael Feiner & Jennifer Shy: in memory of 
Ron Barany

Morey & Kayla Garelick: for the sale of chametz
Aron & Anna Gonshor: in memory of Ron 

Barany
Stephanie Green: for the sale of chametz
Michael Greenwald & Ronna Bach: for the sale 

of chametz

Rachel & Andrea Gross: for the sale of chametz
Paul Hamburg & Mimi Weisel: in honor of Leslie 

Valas and Alan Finkelstein, Hope and Noah 
Alper, and Irene and Joel Resnikoff for their 
deep friendship and gracious generosity.

Sam & Bathea James & Family: in honor of 
Rabbi’s and Frayda’s new born son

Alison Jordan: Mazel tov to the Cohen Gonshor 
family with joy on the birth of new baby boy!

Chaim & Nell Mahgel-Friedman: maot chittin
Ariel Mayse & Adina Polen: K’imcha d’pischa
Edward & Phyllis Miller: in honor of the wedding 

of Bathea & Sam James’s son; in memory of 
Marilyn Tamara

Winer; refuah shleima to Ezra Hendon & Vio-
lette Sibony; Mazal tov to Susan and Harvey 
Kayman on the birth of grandson

James Mitrani: for tzedakah
Jeff & Jodie Morgan: in honor of Hoshaya,Gavri-

el, and Amarya Cohen, with love
Mordecai & Rena Rosen: for the sale of chametz
Philip Rosenthal & Sherrin Packer-Rosenthal: 

for the sale of chametz
Alice Rosenzweig: in honor of the naming of 

Hana Vera Rosenzweig. May she go from 
strength to strength 

Abigail Rudnick: Mazal tov, Cohen family!
Barbara Schick: maot chittin
Peter Dale Scott & Ronna Kabatznick: in honor 

of Carol Cunradi’s birthday; in memory of Ada 
Silverman Wisch; in memory of Joan Silverman 
Kabatznick; Mazel Tov to the Gonshor-Cohen 
family on the birth of their son

Jeremy Smith & Iris Greenberg-Smith
Ellen Winnick: mazal tov to the Rabinovich fami-
ly on birth of Tenne Rivka
Marvin & Sheila Yudenfreund: maot chitin; in 

honor of the birth of Emanuel Leib, the newest 
Cohen family member, mazel tov to the entire 
family, parents, siblings, and grandparents 

Steve Zipperstein & Susan Berrin: Mazal tov 
to Rabbi Yonatan and Frayda on the birth of 
Emanuel Leib Cohen

SUSTAINABILITY FUND
Natan & Lili Kuchar

HOMELESS SHELTER FUND
Oded & Rebecca Angel
Peter Dale Scott & Ronna Kabatznick
Hanna Yaffe & Arnold Kochman

KIDDUSH WINE
Covenant Winery, with special thanks to the 

Morgan Family

THANK YOU TO OUR DONORS

Thanks 
and appreciation to 

Jodie and Jeff Morgan
for hosting the 
CBI Uncorked 

2018 Gala

More thanks 
and photos to come!
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Your 
personal
financial  
goals deserve 
a personal  
approach.

Ameriprise Financial Services, Inc. Member FINRA and SIPC.  
© 2016 Ameriprise Financial, Inc.

Muni Schweig
Financial Advisor 
Vice President

353 Sacramento Street, Ste 2300 
San Francisco, CA 94111   
415.288.7320 
muni.schweig@ampf.com 
ameripriseadvisors.com/muni.schweig 
CA Insurance #0F75741 

We’ve worked with many folks in our  
community—we’d like to work with you too.

We care about your real estate transaction as much as  
you do and will always keep your best interest at heart.

When you are ready to buy or sell a home or  
income property, we’re ready to help.

www.oasis-realestate.com

Experience Matters

OASIS
REAL ESTATE

Preston Grant
Senior Sales Associate

510.220.7908 cell
DRE Lic. 01375357

Michael Feiner
Broker

510.367.1778 cell
DRE Lic. 00961731

JOAN BRUNSWICK
Licensed Broker

510.502.7850 
jbrunswick@aol.com

www.joanbrunswick.cbintouch.com

• Member of Congregation Beth Israel
since 1968

• Serving the Congregation Beth Israel
community’s real estate needs since
1974.

• 2003 Past President, Berkeley
Association of Realtors

• Adjunct Professor, Real Estate Principles,
Laney College

 CalBRE #00472572
1495 Shattuck Avenue • Berkeley  CA  94709

Cari Designs Architecture
cari-designs.com

We believe in making the most out of every design 
opportunity, and that the devil is in the details. Most 
importantly, we believe that our job is to make sure the client 
is happy with their space!

ContaContact me for a consultation to unlock the potential of your 
home, building, or site. Experience in:

      - Accessory Dwelling Units (ADU)
      - House lifting / Additions
 - Kitchens / Bathrooms
 - Event Spaces / Commercial Kitchens
 - Decks / Landscape
  
     

Cari Rosner Jelen, Architect
cari-designs.com

crj@cari-designs.com 
510-467-0768
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Congregation Beth Israel
1630 Bancroft Way
Berkeley, CA 94703

FULL RANGE OF KOSHER WINES

— CALIFORNIA —
Baron Herzog • Hagafen • Gan Eden

— EUROPE —
Domaines Bunan • Fortant de France

Teal Lake • Bartenura

15% DONATED TO BETH ISRAEL

HIRAM SIMON • 510.848.6879

CHAILIGHTS SPRING 2017 • PUBLISHED BY CONGREGATION BETH ISRAEL
1630 Bancroft Way, Berkeley, CA 94703 • 510.843.5246 Phone • 510.843.5058 Fax

Your Chai-lights Team • Rabbi Yonatan Cohen • Susie Marcus • Maharat Victoria Sutton • Joelle Yzquierdo

Rabbi Cohen • 510-843-8052     Gan Shalom Office • 510.848.3298     Scrip Hotline • 510.525.8259 

office@cbiberkeley.org • www.cbiberkeley.org

Afikomen Judaica
3042 Claremont Ave., Berkeley CA 94705

510.655.1977 • www.afikomen.com

LIVE.
SHOP.

SHMOOZE.
Complimentary Tea & Children’s Play Space
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Donate your car/boat/vehicle to Beth Israel.

Full tax write off.
Proceeds benefit Gan Shalom Preschool Scholarship Fund.

Contact David Spieler • 510.849.0961




